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Red Orc's Rage (1991) is a recursive science fiction novel by American writer Philip JosÃ© Farmer, part of
his "World of Tiers" series . The plot of the book was inspired by the work of American psychiatrist A.James
Giannini, M.D, who used earlier books in Farmer's series as role-playing tools and aids to self-analysis.
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Red Orc's Rage was slightly better than Demons but that isn't saying much. The dedication to, and the
Afterword by Dr. A. James Giannini, explains the reason behind this dog's breakfast of a book. Giannini has
been using Farmer's Tiers books as therapy since the late 1970s.
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Red Orc's rage Item Preview remove-circle ... Borrow this book to access EPUB and PDF files. IN
COLLECTIONS. Books to Borrow. Books for People with Print Disabilities. Internet Archive Books. Scanned
in China. Uploaded by sf-loaders@archive.org on July 1, 2011. SIMILAR ITEMS (based on metadata) ...
Red Orc's rage : Farmer, Philip JosÃ© : Free Download
Red Orc's Rage. Science fiction novel. Jim Grimson is a young man with a lot of problems, a teenage
troublemaker who finally goes over the edge and gets placed in a mental hospital...where a doctor sends him
to the world of Tiers to make him well!
Philip JosÃ© Farmer: Red Orc's Rage
Note: Citations are based on reference standards. However, formatting rules can vary widely between
applications and fields of interest or study. The specific requirements or preferences of your reviewing
publisher, classroom teacher, institution or organization should be applied.
Red Orc's rage (Book, 1991) [WorldCat.org]
Red Orc's Rage. Science fiction novel. Jim Grimson is a young man with a lot of problems, a teenage
troublemaker who finally goes over the edge and gets placed in a mental hospital...where a doctor sends him
to the world of Tiers to make him well!
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Red Orc's Rage by Philip Jose Farmer Sent into the world of Tiers by a well-meaning doctor in the mental
hospital where he is incarcerated, teenage troublemaker Jim Grimson finds himself in a world of fantasy and
danger.
red-orcs-rage | SF Gateway - Your Portal to the Classics
Buy a cheap copy of Red Orc's Rage book by Philip JosÃ© Farmer. Sent into the world of Tiers by a
well-meaning doctor in the mental hospital where he is incarcerated, teenage troublemaker Jim Grimson finds
himself in a world of... Free shipping over $10.
Red Orc's Rage book by Philip JosÃ© Farmer - thriftbooks.com
Read "Red Orc's Rage" by Philip Jose Farmer with Rakuten Kobo. Sent into the world of Tiers by a
well-meaning doctor in the mental hospital where he is incarcerated, teenage troublema...
Red Orc's Rage ebook by Philip Jose Farmer - Rakuten Kobo
Red Orc's rage. [Philip JosÃ© Farmer] Home. WorldCat Home About WorldCat Help. Search. Search for
Library Items Search for Lists Search for Contacts Search for a Library. Create lists, bibliographies and
reviews: or Search WorldCat. Find items in libraries near you. Advanced Search Find a Library ...
Red Orc's rage (Book, 1993) [WorldCat.org]
Dr Porsena asks Jim to select his character, and Jim chooses Red Orc â€“ son of gloomy Los, Eternal
Prophet; Jim finds new levels of rage in Red Orc's mind and finds himself thrown to many worlds looking for
answers.
Red Orc's Rage by Farmer, Philip Jose - Biblio.com | Used
Red Orc's Rage (Tor Fantasy) [Philip Jose Farmer] on Amazon.com. *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
While undergoing Tiersian therapy, Jim physically goes to the World of Tiers, experiencing exciting and
disturbing adventures and occupying the fantastic mind of the Red Orc
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